Title of Programme
FHS in Mathematics and Computer Science

Brief note about nature of change: Introduces compulsory Part C Computer Science project or Mathematics dissertation.

Effective date
With effect from 1 October 2012 (for first examination in 2013)

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2010

Detail of change
1. p.332, ll.38-9, delete 'six optional subjects' and substitute 'four optional subjects'.

2. ibid, ll.46-50, delete 'As an alternative… a half-unit Mathematics dissertation.' and substitute 'In addition, each candidate in Part C of the examination shall submit a report on a Computer Science project or a Mathematics dissertation.'

3. p.333, ll.7-11, delete 'candidates may…dissertation chosen.' and substitute 'each candidate shall carry out a Computer Science project or a Mathematics dissertation on a topic approved by the Teaching Committee.'

Explanatory Notes
Introduces compulsory Part C Computer Science project or Mathematics dissertation.